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ABSTRACT

ThoughtCloud is a lightweight, situated, digital feedback system designed to allow voluntary and community sector care organisations to gather voluntary feedback and opinions from those who use their services. In this paper we describe the design and development of ThoughtCloud and its evaluation through a series of deployments with two organisations. Using the system, organisations were able to pose questions about the activities that they provide and gather data in the form of ratings, video or audio messages. We conducted observations of ThoughtCloud in use, analysed feedback received, and conducted interviews with those who ‘commissioned’ feedback around the value of comments received about their organisation. Our findings highlight how simple, easily deployable digital systems can support new feedback processes within care organisations and provide opportunities for understanding the personal journeys and experiences of vulnerable individuals who use these care services.
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INTRODUCTION

Feedback is an important part of how organisations gather information with respect to the experiences people have of the services they provide, products they sell or events that they run [34]. Digital technologies are increasingly playing an important part in the on-going capture of feedback. Organisations look to platforms such as Twitter [33], Facebook [5] and TripAdvisor [10] to gain insight on peoples’ experiences of certain services and products.

While the idea of gathering feedback from customers is common practice for commercial organisations, it is also becoming an important feature of health and social care service provision [2]. Indeed, in the UK (United Kingdom) recent acts of parliament (e.g. [21,22]) place a requirement on local government and other publically-funded providers of care services to demonstrate open consultation with citizens who use their services, to publish this feedback online and explain how they will respond to it. However, these new requirements can be challenging for publically funded care organisations to action.

In this paper we report on the design and development of new feedback mechanisms for organisations providing services and activities for people with care needs. Following initial fieldwork with a care organisation we designed, developed and conducted a field-trial of ThoughtCloud—a tablet-based system designed to help staff and volunteers in organisations to: i) commission feedback about services, activities and events they run; ii) capture both structured and unstructured feedback from those taking part in said activities and events or using a service; and iii) review feedback with a view to assessing, refining and expanding their services. ThoughtCloud draws upon learning from previous work in HCI on situated displays for feedback and voting (e.g. [8,16,39,42]) to offer a lightweight, portable, flexible system that requires a minimal level of technology or expertise to set up and operate.

We evaluated ThoughtCloud with two organisations that used it to gather feedback at six separate events and activities ran for people with special educational needs and cognitive impairments. The findings from our evaluation of ThoughtCloud offer two contributions to the emerging HCI literature on feedback technologies. First, we build on existing literature around situated feedback capture to produce a lightweight, flexible system that is useable by organisations that lack extensive financial resources, technical expertise and time. Secondly, we contribute to the study of digital feedback capture techniques by highlighting how such systems can directly impact organisational practice in a social care context.

BACKGROUND

This research is conducted in the context of significant social care reform in the UK. Social care in the UK represents a wide range of services that support adults with...
learning difficulties, physical and cognitive impairments, mental health problems, and their carers [3]. Local governmental authorities—who have historically been the primary providers of social care in the UK—are increasingly commissioning voluntary and community sector (VCS) organisations to provide social care services [29,31]. This is occurring alongside other government reforms to legislation regarding social care service delivery, which privileges citizen involvement in choosing which care services they use, and the gathering of feedback about experiences of these services [21,22]. These new acts mandate that accessible and reliable information be provided by local governments in regards to what care ‘services’ are provided in local areas. In sum, these acts represent an on-going shift towards person-centred approaches to health and care service provision in the UK that privileges independent choice and citizen control. However, while citizen and user feedback is seen as a critical component of these changes, thus far there has been little study of how feedback from those using care services might be captured, presented and responded to in a meaningful and appropriate manner.

Feedback in the public and voluntary sector

Literature within the fields of public and voluntary sector policy and management highlights how ‘feedback’ is an important component for increasing the accountability of service providers to their users [19,37]. Within the context of social care, feedback plays an important practical role in the working of local government services, charities and other VCS organisations [26]. It helps organisations understand how the services they offer are working, and develop, improve or commission new services based on information received [32]. Feedback also helps organisations market what they do to the wider community to attract service users [28] and provides a means to demonstrate that they are worthy of continued funding [14].

Collecting feedback itself is not without substantial challenges however. For VCS organisations regular feedback collection can be overwhelming, given they exist in an environment where resources are scarce and must be used wisely. A lack of resources can greatly impact their capability to collect data from service users, and even further limits their ability to make sense of, report on and respond to any feedback received [7]. As a result, the collection of feedback is often piecemeal, using a variety of methods including interviews, focus groups, postal surveys or simple forms completed after participating in an event or using a service [11,13].

There are also challenges associated with gathering feedback in the context of care regardless of sector. Methods such as surveys or questionnaires have low response rates, or may not be completed until a long period after using an organisation’s services [13]. There are also challenges in terms of ‘who’ is enabled to provide feedback, as methods typically seen as valid or objective can be exclusionary to individuals with certain disabilities or impairments. For instance, individuals may have difficulty with reading or writing; struggle to maintain attention upon a specific task; or struggle to recall relevant experiences [15,38]. Where people require assistance in giving feedback, this might lead to views not being represented as they wish, or being provided by proxies or representatives (such as family members or caregivers). This can raise questions around validity, tokenism or the misrepresentation of peoples’ opinions and views [27]. Furthermore, those who use and rely on certain services may be reluctant to offer constructive or critical feedback [26], or feedback may be discounted as being illogical, irrelevant, or incoherent [4]. As such, while the political rhetoric of gathering and acting on feedback speaks to an ethos that ‘everyone has a voice’ and active citizenship, the means with which feedback is typically gathered and responded to means certain groups are excluded still [30].

HCI and the capturing of feedback and opinion

Researchers in HCI have for some time examined the ways in which bespoke, situated technologies might be designed and configured to capture feedback [1,16], as well as exploring how social media might be leveraged to canvas opinion on widely shared cultural events [9]. Much work in this space has been conducted in the context of public interaction; for example, Brignull and Rogers’ Opinionizer [8] was designed to entice people at social gatherings to share their thoughts and opinions through a public display. More recently, Golsteijn et al.’s VoxBox [16] capitalised on playful physical engagement and tangible interaction techniques. Both of these works highlight how people are willing to provide feedback in-situ, yet issues to do with social embarrassment and being publically observed remained [8,17].

More specifically related to the public service and civic context of our work, Taylor et al. [39] and Koeman et al. [25] provide examples of bespoke yet simple voting systems that allow members of a community to respond to questions about their local area. Evaluations of both of these systems observed a large amount of engagement, highlighting the benefits of lightweight voting mechanisms to engage a wide-range of people in giving their opinion on their local area. Taking this further, Vlachokyriakos et al.’s PosterVote [42] aimed to support community activists by providing simple paper-based ‘posters’ augmented with low-tech hardware to collect opinion from others. Activists could use these posters to set specific questions of their own choice, with a view to using the evidence collected from the posters to apply pressure to local governmental authorities. Importantly, they demonstrate how the simple interface of the poster encouraged engagement, even amongst those less familiar with digital technology. While these examples focus on simplistic and light forms of engagement, Hook et al. [23] instead emphasise the role of film and video as a medium for capturing experiences of
project events. Located in a similar VCS context to our own work, [23] used various recording technologies during events to create media which participants were invited to review, supporting reflection on their experience of the project itself. These were used to illustrate their personal journeys to event organisers, with a view to communicating what participants gained from the project to funders and those evaluating the work.

While the above examples are important to draw from in our work, there is sound reason to assume that some of these systems and their design features might be inappropriate for the context of this research. With respect to situated technologies such as [25] and [39], limitations emerge in their reliance on custom built technologies that are not necessarily easily installed and configured by organisations without technical expertise. This is an issue that Goncalves et al. [18] highlight in discussing how organisations using such systems may incur additional financial costs or provide unexpected and hard to interpret results. Furthermore, while common commercial social media platforms such as Twitter provide opportunities for people to comment on cultural events [9] or direct feedback to service providers [35], they may be inaccessible to those using health and care services or inappropriate given potentially sensitive subject matter. Moreover, Vines et al. [41] highlights how in health and care domains, online feedback services tend to lack critical mass and also suffer from issues related to provenance and the specificity of individual experience.

Entering our collaborations with VCS care service providers we aimed to build on this prior work while also providing tools that might be sustainable and scalable for use in the long-term. As with [42], we wished to facilitate the organisations themselves to pose questions (commission feedback), deploy devices (collect feedback), and make use of the results (action and respond to feedback)—rather than having these processes be facilitated and led by the research team. In the following section we discuss how ThoughtCloud built on this prior work and was grounded in initial fieldwork conducted at a VCS care organisation.

SCOPING THE DESIGN SPACE

Our initial exploratory fieldwork was conducted at SmartSkills: a VCS organisation that provide services for people with a range of disabilities including skills development workshops, care planning sessions, social events, and befriending and referral services. This initial phase involved multiple meetings with management, trustees and volunteers and participatory-observation in sessions and activities they run. During this time, the lead author also volunteered for SmartSkills for one day a week. This initial phase of engagement was an opportunity to be sensitised to the organisational routines of SmartSkills. It also provided opportunities to make first-hand observations of feedback processes within the organisation, and for design proposals for new feedback systems to be developed, discussed and iterated.

Early on in our exploratory fieldwork, it became clear that while SmartSkills were deeply aware of the importance of feedback, they struggled to collect it on an on-going basis. Feedback was principally gathered using paper-based forms and surveys similar to those described previously. Unsurprisingly, given findings from prior work, the process of completing surveys was considered time consuming, sometimes requiring sessions to finish early, using up time that might be spent with service users. SmartSkills’ experiences of using postal surveys suggested they were very costly to conduct, and would frequently lead to very low response rates. There were also challenges associated with how the people SmartSkills provided services for were enabled to respond to questions in an independent manner. Often it was common for volunteers, peers and family members to give considerable support to people completing survey responses, or even answering on their behalf.

Our fieldwork also suggested that the manner in which organisations like SmartSkills operate meant that a feedback system needed to be flexible and reconfigurable. Over the course of a day, they ran several different types of session in multiple locations within their building or at different sites. As such, feedback mechanisms needed to be lightweight—both physically (i.e., easily and quickly deployable and mobile) and technically (can be quickly set-up and used by volunteers with little to no technical expertise). At this stage, paper-based [42] and multi-modal [25] situated systems were considered. Bespoke systems such as [16,39] were discounted as their specificity potentially excluded being easily deployable across a range of events and locations. Similarly, paper-based systems were discounted since prompts and questions would not be easily updatable. Therefore, our design proposals focused on general purpose feedback systems that could be easily relocated, supporting feedback in both public and more private spaces.

Our initial fieldwork also highlighted the further need to have some flexibility in the range of feedback mechanisms provided. For some individuals who participated in SmartSkills services there would be a need for very simple ways of providing feedback—perhaps through a touch of a button, or a selection of one of a small number of options in response to a simple prompt. There were also those who were clearly enthusiastic about ‘having their say’, but required careful guidance and facilitation with others in sharing it. As such, we recognised certain forms of feedback might express this provenance better than others (e.g., voice and video vs. text and likert scales). Supporting this type of diversity of response format would also add additional layers of flexibility for organisations or their staff who might be ‘commissioning’ the feedback.
Finalising the design of ThoughtCloud

The eventual ThoughtCloud system was a touchscreen Android application used to collect feedback and a browser-accessible backend that allows those who wish to ‘commission’ feedback to configure the application and, following use, review the feedback received. These are described in detail below.

ThoughtCloud Android application

Feedback is collected using an application created to run on any mobile or tablet Android device. In our deployment the application ran on a 10.1-inch tablet mounted on a lightweight tablet stand (Figure 1). We chose a touchscreen tablet as they provide a range of additional accessibility functionalities for people with disabilities that could be made use of if needed [36], while also offering a flexible way of presenting different questions, prompts and types of screen-based feedback.

The interface for the Android application is simple, and can be configured via the administration panel (see below) by the commissioner of feedback. By default, the application invites people to provide three forms of feedback: a simple likert-scale (using 4 ‘smiley’ faces) in response to a question related to their experience of the event or service, followed by an option to provide spoken or video feedback. The likert scale was introduced to provide a light-touch and simple ‘way in’ for people to provide feedback; the voice recording and video recording feedback features were intended to provide an opportunity to give more detail about their rating.

ThoughtCloud commissioning and feedback panel

The commissioning panel allows managers, trustees, staff and volunteers within organisations to configure their ThoughtCloud event. Creating a new event involves setting the input methods and the questions and prompts to be posed. First, the panel asks commissioners to set the question to be displayed above the ‘smiley face’ likerts. They then have the option of enabling the collection of further feedback by either video or audio or both. Further prompts are set at this stage too, with options for the organiser to set multiple questions and loading them into a question bank from which the system will select randomly.

The commissioning panel also provides the opportunity to view and review feedback received (Figure 2). The post-event feedback panel displays a repository of likert ratings, voice and video feedback captured from the ThoughtCloud event. Alongside this data there is a text box that allows commissioners to write both private and public comments on specific pieces of feedback. Private comments were included to provide opportunities for individual pieces of feedback to be annotated with additional information or to flag it to be followed-up. The public comment box was provided with a view for the organisation to provide responses that would be published alongside the feedback on the public website for the event. This came from the earlier stated desire to encourage discussion and dialogue between those using and those running care services—while also providing an opportunity for those who gave feedback to see in what ways it has been appreciated or taken on-aboard.

Finally, once reviewed or commented on, the feedback panel allows individual submissions of feedback to be flagged as sensitive or as public, depending on their appropriateness (as deemed by the commissioner). However, this option was not fully implemented for our particular study in order to ensure participant data was not accidently published online.

FIELD TRIALS

To understand the role that feedback technologies like ThoughtCloud may play in VCS organisations, we conducted a series of deployments of the technology with SmartSkills and a second organisation (Riverside Cinema) that ran special screenings for socially excluded groups: e.g. events for people with cognitive impairments, dementia and their caregivers. Over a two-month period, ThoughtCloud was used as part of the evaluation of 6 regular events (3 at SmartSkills and 3 at Riverside...
For each of the events and sessions a member of the research team had prior contact with the groups and had discussed the aims and objectives of the project with those who take part in the sessions. At the start of the sessions where ThoughtCloud was used, a researcher briefly explained the system, following which any engagement with the system was led by the organisers of the event(s). At this stage it was explained that anyone not wishing to share their opinions or give feedback, or felt uncomfortable with the technology, should not feel obliged to. As such, as is common with feedback collection generally, those participating were self-selecting.

Before the deployments, we worked with each of the organisations to help determine the questions to be added to the system via the commissioning panel. Through a series of meetings, questions were produced that would be suitable to a range of contexts and event types. For both organisations, an initial question was displayed above the likerts on the first screen: “How was today’s session for you?” Following this, ThoughtCloud was configured to randomly select an additional question from a bank each time a new person provided their feedback, giving people the option to leave a video or audio message in response to it. Each organisation was able to add questions to the bank that were appropriate for their audience: e.g. SmartSkills asked questions like: “What did you learn in today’s session?” whereas Riverside Cinema asked: “What’s the thing you’d most like to change about today’s event?”

Three of the deployments were conducted at sessions run by SmartSkills. For two of these events, the tablet was attached to a tripod and placed next to the door, collecting responses at the end of the session as they left the room. The lead researcher was present on these occasions offering support when required. At the third deployment the tablet was placed outside of the room where the session was taking place, and the session facilitator supported interactions. For the first deployment at Riverside Cinema, the app was preloaded onto 3 tablets and placed at different points around the café at the venue to capture feedback as participants exited the building. However, the system went largely ignored until volunteers removed the tablets from the stands and approached people directly, often while seated at a café table. Thus, for the remaining two deployments at Riverside the stands were not used, with participants being handed tablets directly to increase the number of responses.

Following deployments the recordings and ratings were loaded into the ThoughtCloud website where staff from both organisations could access their feedback. All recordings were carefully managed, with feedback only being accessible to staff with safeguarding responsibilities for the people participating. Collected data was held on a secure server and was only accessible via a UserID and password. Further, the system was supervised at all times either by staff members, volunteers or researchers who ensured those providing feedback were comfortable in doing so and that any inappropriate or sensitive messages could be swiftly identified. Finally, the captured feedback was presented to the 5 members of staff and volunteers who commissioned the feedback via ThoughtCloud in the first place. These participants were asked to review the feedback received and talk aloud as they interacted with the system. Semi-structured interviews about the feedback received then took place, focusing on how they may respond to it individually and as an organisation, and how they envisaged systems like ThoughtCloud fitting into organisational practices.

**Analysis**

Data collected throughout the deployment was predominantly qualitative. Field notes on interactions with the device were taken at each deployment. All interviews were transcribed, and a total of 45 pieces of audio and video feedback were submitted across all deployments. We took a thematic approach to analysing this corpus of data, where we coded data inductively, summarising it with short codes, which were then grouped into larger themes [6]. Drawing inspiration from Goncalves et al. [17], the audio and video feedback was analysed not to assess the quality of the events or sessions provided, but rather to capture the types of comments and feedback being provided with a view to understanding the efficacy of ThoughtCloud. Our analysis of the data from the commissioner interviews was driven by an interest in understanding how the feedback was operating, how usefully it is structured and presented and how it might be used by the commissioners in future.

**FINDINGS**

The events and activities where feedback was collected were attended by 169 people, from children aged less than 14 to adults that were 60+. As such, there was a very high degree of heterogeneity across those that used ThoughtCloud, from young people with severe physical disabilities, to older people with cognitive impairments who required a great deal of assistance in leaving feedback. Over the course of the deployments ThoughtCloud recorded a total of 121 interactions, with more than a third (37.2%) of users leaving a recording, totalling 16 video and 29 audio messages (see Table 1 for a summary). All those who provided feedback had taken part in the events to which their feedback referred, either as a direct participant or in a supporting capacity. In the following sections we detail the main themes from our analysis of the data. We organise our findings around three main themes: overall impressions of interactions; different types of feedback provided; and the ways staff and volunteers made sense of, and responded to, the feedback received.

**Overall Impressions of providing feedback**

Here we provide an overview of observations of how the ThoughtCloud device was used—both how feedback was given, and how staff members facilitated and adapted the system.
Table 1. Overview of interactions with ThoughtCloud showing number of attendees, number of rating interactions with no. leaving video or audio messages and individual rating %.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Attendees</th>
<th>Total Ratings (Vids/Audio)</th>
<th>Great (%)</th>
<th>Good (%)</th>
<th>OK (%)</th>
<th>Poor (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6 (0/4)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16 (6/4)</td>
<td>81.25</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11 (5/3)</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>27.27</td>
<td>9.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>66 (5/5)</td>
<td>28.79</td>
<td>28.79</td>
<td>25.76</td>
<td>16.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2 (0/0)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>20 (0/13)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot.</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>121 (16/29)</td>
<td>51.24</td>
<td>20.66</td>
<td>17.36</td>
<td>10.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cueing and ignoring
It was notable how the way in which the device was physically situated at the events greatly impacted on peoples’ willingness to provide feedback. At two sessions, the device was situated at the exit point. On one of these occasions, people queued and provided their comments one at a time, chatting to one-another while they waited for others to complete their submissions. During the initial trial at Riverside Cinema however, the device was physically situated around the exit points, leading to it being ignored. Those running these events noticed this and quickly removed it from its stand and handed it to people to use. On most occasions, the providing of feedback was self-initiated by those attending. However, at the Riverside Cinema sessions we also observed the tablet being handed to specific individuals the event organisers wanted to get feedback from. The device was then passed around between small groups of people socialising with each other, or handed back to staff, who would then pass it on to the next person. This seemed to have a dual effect on peoples’ participation in giving their feedback. First, seeing others talk to it, give their ratings, and pass it along installed some confidence, making some individuals feel more comfortable. At the same time, it also placed some social pressure on giving feedback. It was particularly notable how, when passing the device around person-to-person, it appeared to be much harder for individuals to say ‘no’ when many others had already taken part.

Barriers to giving feedback
The majority of those attending sessions were able to use the system and provide feedback independently—albeit with occasional difficulty due to unfamiliarity with touchscreen devices or a lack of the tablet’s screen sensitivity. There were a small number of instances, however, where people struggled to give any unprompted feedback. In one case, at a film screening, an individual was unable to recall details about the event that he was leaving feedback about. He was eventually able to leave feedback, but only through prompting and support from a family member. Given our earlier review of literature, such situated support from others is not surprising—and indeed, such interactions were characteristic of many of the recordings made, with 24 (53%) evidencing some kind of support from another party. We discuss this in more detail in the following.

Supported use
While feedback was received from participants of the events, support was often provided by a family member, support worker or even the event organiser. The level of this support was diverse. In some cases it included family members gently directing to specific buttons to press to move through the screens. Sometimes this support would involve clearly pointing towards specific responses (e.g. the “very happy” face) over others. In other cases the prompting was verbally explicit with one family member heard to say: “You enjoyed the film, say it” during a recording. The participant relied almost entirely on a family member to leave feedback. In another example, one of the event organisers brought people one-by-one to the ThoughtCloud system. She would then go on to interview them in front of the device while it was recording. In this case, those attending were not responding to the questions on the screen, but rather responding directly to the questioning of the staff member.

Types of feedback provided
It was notable how more often than not those providing feedback would ignore the questions ThoughtCloud posed to them. Sometimes this was due to the aforementioned supported use, in other cases participants would give a more freeform style of feedback, primarily reporting what was on their minds. This was reflected in the content of the recordings, which we provide an overview of below. Recordings are here discussed under the primary code given to them during analysis. While 24.4% of recordings were categorised under multiple codes, here we discuss feedback in relation to the primary code identified.

Glowingly positive reviews (62.2%)
The most prevalent type of feedback received across the six events were highly positive reviews of the event or session participated in. These commentaries were typically short, with an average duration of less than 20 seconds. They were not necessarily very detailed, reporting how “fantastic” an event had been and how they “loved” the organisation that had run the event. It was common for people to say they had a “good time” or that events were “fun” and “exciting”. A small number of these positive reviews were articulated in more detail: one person stated how he would be “bored without it”. Another individual talked at length about how important the event and organisation was for their daughter.

Descriptive reporting of the event or activity (13.3%)
There were other cases where feedback described the activity that had taken place. These feedback submissions were in some cases short and summative. In one such example a participant stated that she had completed a lot of knitting while at the same time having a lovely cup of tea.
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Others were much longer, describing in great detail what had happened during the event that day. In one of these, a participant listed the names of everyone who had attended the session, commenting on the absence of regulars. Similarly, another listed her entire learning from the course she had been attending to date. These literal descriptions amount to a detailed reporting of the event attended rather than addressing specific concerns or opinions that they held regarding the event itself.

Felt experience (6.67%)
A further category of feedback involved participants reporting their feelings regarding their experience of the event attended. An example of this was when one participant reflected that she had enjoyed the session for the sense of community it had brought her. Another reported that she felt that everyone in attendance had been really kind to her. However, on one occasion a participant used this as an opportunity to report feelings of being “picked on” by a particular individual at the session, then going on to say that she was being “picked on by everybody else” as well.

Suggestions for improvements (6.67%)
The final type of feedback recorded was that concerning thoughts and ideas around how services could be improved or developed. These comments were primarily in response to the question asking how the event could have been improved—as such, these were the only set of comments that were identifiable as responding directly to the prompting of the system. For example, one family member commented that the space where an event was held was too cold, asking if this could be “addressed in future”. In other cases participants made suggestion for “changing” or “expanding” the types of activities done in sessions; for example, if there could be more opportunities to get involved in filmmaking in the drama class.

Miscellaneous use (11.1%)
On four occasions, the recording failed for a variety of reasons. Participants were not always ready to give feedback and stopped the recording early without saying anything. On another occasion the recording captured the tablet falling from the stand.

Making sense and using feedback
While in many cases ThoughtCloud was used in ways that were not initially anticipated, those who commissioned the feedback still found great value in the feedback received. In the following sections we discuss a range of insights and interpretations around the feedback.

Interpretation and identification
As participants reviewed the feedback received, they listened to the audio and watched the videos closely. On some occasions, commissioners found it challenging to interpret why people were saying what they said: “Is she making a joke or she thinks that she’s on TV? [...] I think it’s a joke.” (Alice); “What did he say? [...] I wish my other care worker was here?” (Linda). They would listen over some comments several times to make out what was being said. This was particularly challenging for some of the audio-only pieces of feedback.

Quite often, participants were able to directly identify the people speaking in the clips: “I know their voices because I’ve been here for so long” (Alice). This would often lead to associations between comments with what they knew of them: “That’s really significant for her.” (Steve); “Ah, that’s Bobby, yes he’s always full of energy.” (Alice). This also allowed them to recognise when it was a carer or family member speaking on another’s behalf: “‘I love drama at skills’, that’s the disabled person’s dad that’s speaking.” (Steve).

Authenticity and feedback
As noted in our earlier sections, participants giving feedback often failed to explicitly respond to the questions ThoughtCloud prompted them with. However, the feedback received was still considered valuable. The freetalking nature of some of the feedback was hugely appreciated due to its authentic nature: “That was qualitative data at the very best. Because it’s not in anyway shaped by the organisation asking a particular question or trying to marshal her thoughts […] she’s got an entirely a blank canvas.” Here, Steve was commenting on viewing one of the long, descriptive comments a participant had left—a comment that was unstructured and described what they had done at that session. There was an acknowledgement that, given the range of abilities and experiences among those using SmartSkills services, it would be hard to carefully structure comments. The way in which ThoughtCloud had been used epitomised this: “if they’ve got something on their minds, they have to talk about whatever it is that’s in their head” (Linda). In some cases this meant it did not matter if the recordings did not relate to the subject of the session, activity or the question posed—they revealed other insights about that individual, their wishes and desires, and what they gained in using the services the organisation provided:

“Part of what she is feeding back there [relates to] one of the students helping her [...] to increase her employability. [...] Eventually she’d like to be a support worker. [...] So what she’s referring to there in part is not the drama [but] her other role at Skills. I like being a volunteer she’s called a volunteer cleaner.” (Steve)

These comments were contrasted sharply with those that were clearly facilitated by another person: “feedback from this is prompted. It’s clearly different [...] we have to be thoughtful about that.” (Steve). This was reflected on further when discussing the different ways questions might be posed, and the impact this may have on leading people to particular responses: “‘Did you enjoy it?’, we know that people will say yes. So, yes, there’s maybe some learning about being less directive.” (Steve). This view was echoed when reviewing feedback where family members were either commenting on behalf of another or were asking very leading questions: “The coaching [prompts by a family member] on the first one wasn’t great.” (Susan). However, critically, the commissioners felt that the system did make
the level of authenticity more visible—whether comments were being directed, being mediated, or coming from an individual themselves, was quite clear and transparent.

Appreciating and sharing feedback
The overwhelmingly positive comments were very well received by both of the organisations. Commissioners would verbally react to these stating “that’s very good to hear” (Janice) and “oh they’ve all thought it was great. So you see that’s fantastic for us.” (Alice). While much of the positive feedback was short and simple, they were still considered important because of how challenging these organisations often found it to gain any sort of feedback and comments from service users. While reviewing her feedback, Susan commented: “it can be difficult to get feedback [...] sometimes the things that you are asking them about have already gone out of their mind by the time you’re asking them.” She went on: “immediate feedback like this is excellent to let them just make that feedback right away.” This was echoed by Linda: “having that tablet there for whenever people wanted to say something, it was so much more immediate.” As such, simple and immediate comments like these allowed the commissioners to recognise that they were on “the right track”, they were “doing things that were appreciated” and “valuable to some”. In one prominent example, a lady who was a regular user of their services, was in reference to a staff member, volunteer or other person responsible for how organisations facilitated and dealt with feedback: “I wouldn’t wade in and do something really heavy because I just need a bit of clarification. [...] I’ll probably talk to the person leading that activity and try and work out what’s gone on, or talk to the person who left that comment.” (Alice)

Taking responsibility
As noted, in one recording a participant articulated a feeling of being bullied by another person. This raised extensive discussion for commissioners when reviewing the feedback. A primary concern was whether this individual knew who it was they were “telling this to”—“do they know it’s going to me sitting here, and seeing this?” (Alice). There was also an acknowledgement that this individual often experiences such feelings—however, this was not to mean the comment should be dismissed: “she is absolutely experiencing it that way.” (Steve). When reviewing this clip on the feedback panel, the first commissioner to see it ‘flagged’ it to register it as “sensitive” feedback, with a private comment underneath stating how this needed to be “followed up”. They went on to explain:

“I wouldn’t wade in and do something really heavy because I just need a bit of clarification. [...] I’ll probably talk to the person leading that activity and try and work out what’s gone on, or talk to the person who left that comment.” (Alice)

Situations like this appear to have at least two implications for how organisations facilitated and dealt with feedback through systems like ThoughtCloud. First, it was important to make opportunities for these types of critical, and potentially highly sensitive, comments to be made. In this case there was a concern that the comment was made in a semi-public space in the building, potentially with others overhearing it: “The person who is in charge of the tablet has some role in offering a more secure environment to feedback if that’s what somebody needs or wants.” (Steve). A further concern was then how processes would be developed to support the timely, but sensitive, response to such issues: “I want to pass that feedback to the person who left that comment, because they thought they were mistreated.” (Alice). Second, it raised questions around who should have access to such comments. In one respect the organisations wanted to be transparent and make recorded feedback available to all, with Susan commenting: “I don’t think I’d want to hide the bad stuff.” (Susan). However there was an acknowledgement that different levels of access should be built into the feedback panel, specifically citing cases where feedback was in reference to a staff member, volunteer or other regular user of their services.

Building Audiences and Acquiring Resources
From the start of our engagements with both organisations, there was a stated desire to use feedback as part of marketing material to “build an audience” and “get more
people involved” in what they do. Commissioners therefore saw great potential in using ‘gloriously positive reviews’ in future social media campaigns: “I think we definitely want to share some of this stuff through social media with people” (Steve). Both organisations envisaged using the videos not just on social media, but embedding them on their website as “testimonies”, building and encouraging new audiences.

A further desire in using the feedback and comments people provide is to acquire resources and funds for events to continue to be supported. Throughout the commissioner interviews, it was clear that the videos were seen to offer huge potential for adding to faceless reports and funding bids, communicating precisely ‘who’ would benefit from more work being funded: “It puts a face on people, and says, ‘Yes, we want some money and these are the people’” (Janice). However, it was acknowledged that a considerable issue here would be gaining consent to translate what is feedback into commentaries attached to bids and, potentially, made publically visible.

**DISCUSSION**

ThoughtCloud was a response to new governmental acts stating that citizens need to be provided improved information and ways to give feedback on local health and social care services. Through collaboration with care professionals, we explored how feedback processes might be embedded within those organisations, providing services in the first place. ThoughtCloud was envisaged as a tool to simplify existing burdensome (or non-existent) processes of feedback collection and presentation. As in [18], with ThoughtCloud came new forms of work for our collaborators surrounding its deployment, management and maintenance. Although our collaborators critiqued their existing feedback practices for consuming time with service users, ThoughtCloud used up contact time at the end of sessions and required time and effort for commissioners to review and respond to feedback. Despite this, the technology was well received compared to more established, paper-based, alternatives. Indeed, its popularity with SmartSkills is such that it is still in use 6 months from the end of our initial evaluation.

In the following sections we draw several issues grounded in the findings of our study, both in reference to the role of feedback in VCS and care organisations specifically, and in the design of feedback technologies more generally.

**Responsibilities and accountability**

Our field trial of ThoughtCloud highlights the value of embedding feedback technologies (and by association voting and consultation technologies in general) within an organisational context. Prior studies of situated voting and feedback systems have noted that they are often employed in ways disconnected from decision-making processes; this can lead to a feeling of not being heard [39], a disconnection between consultation and action [42] or mistrust due to a lack of integration with organisational practices [20]. In our case, despite the short time of deployment we started to see how the introduction of feedback into these care environments supported new practices within our collaborating organisations. The action taken around the reporting of an individual feeling bullied is a case in point. Here the commissioner indicated that there would be a follow up action motivated by the feedback collected. This required not just taking the feedback at face value, and involved them talking to other staff to gather their perspectives of this individual’s experience of the session. In many respects the staff were already aware of challenges surrounding this individual’s experience of social events—however, that their feelings were captured on ThoughtCloud formalised the responsibility of the organisation to investigate the matter further and made them accountable to doing something about it. This raises a number of important considerations for feedback technologies in care contexts and in VCS organisations more generally.

Foremost, it highlights the importance of interpreting feedback in context. In our case those reviewing feedback were able to perform this contextualisation; however, this may not always be possible (for example, if those reviewing are relatively new to the organisation, or if the feedback comes from someone new to that organisation’s services). We might imagine that future versions of systems like ThoughtCloud could provide ways for feedback to be annotated by a wider set of volunteers and staff to give more contextual detail over time. The use of ThoughtCloud also highlighted the importance of establishing and building in roles and associated responsibilities for members of organisations within feedback systems. Considering the potential for sensitive issues being expressed, it’s important to ensure that feedback is at first only accessible to individuals with specific care and safeguarding responsibilities. However, it may be beneficial to design into systems like ThoughtCloud a ‘feedback review’ process whereby multiple members with such responsibilities are invited to review submitted content. This would have several benefits. The visibility of feedback and its review status across multiple people would make visible feedback that is lacking a response or still requires reviewing across an organisation. This may support greater accountability (i.e., providing motivation to be seen to be responsive). The wider sharing of feedback might also foster the sharing of an individual’s experiences across multiple projects, activities or services within an organisation—potentially supporting more tailored individual support for service users, or at least an understanding of what might be and might not always be possible (for example, if those reviewing are relatively new to the organisation, or if the feedback comes from someone new to that organisation’s services).
Valuing video and audio feedback
A clear result from our study is that video is valued by those who commission feedback; video feedback was appreciated for its richness and veracity. A core concern entering our studies was that many people with disabilities are often not afforded opportunities to share their views and opinions. In this regard, the use of video meant those reviewing the feedback could establish its provenance—being able to quickly ascertain who was speaking, whether they were being supported by someone else, and whether they were attending to the screen or elsewhere. Audio feedback was similarly valued but to a lesser degree; being unable to see someone speak sometimes made it hard to understand what was being said, while it also made it harder to identify specific individuals. While this highlights the importance of guiding people to position themselves close to the device, it’s important not to make this a burden to giving feedback in the first place.

Furthermore, the ability to identify individuals through video and audio also presents opportunities to map how feedback and comments from specific individuals change over time. In the case of our collaborating organisations, this was framed as a way of understanding how people were gaining through the use of their services. In the context of these care providers, understanding people’s personal journeys in this manner fits in with their social goals for personal enablement and independence. As such, providing back-end tools that allow those reviewing feedback to attach metadata related to feedback providers’ identities would provide a tractable means for collating and presenting these journeys. At the same time, we should be cautious of ThoughtCloud going from a service to monitor the organisation, to one that monitors its people—especially in a domain such as social care where technology is often framed in ways that can intrude on personal private space [12] and be experienced as a form of surveillance [40].

Making more of unstructured and instructed feedback
Although ThoughtCloud was designed to generate feedback that responded to specific prompts and questions posed on the device, our findings highlighted instead the importance of harnessing unstructured spoken feedback. While this was surprising to us, much of the spoken feedback did touch on a broad range of the types of insight and topics that VCS and commercial organisations often request and require feedback about [14,32]. Furthermore, unstructured responses were very well received by our collaborators; such feedback was seen to provide richer accounts of personal experience of the services they provided and how people saw themselves as members of a community.

While the unstructured feedback was seen as a positive, commissioners were more critical of examples where it was apparent someone was being prompted too much. Although we acknowledge the problems with this, video feedback supports making instances of being instructed more transparent. Furthermore, this starts to highlight the potential of systems like ThoughtCloud as being a tool in a reflective practice for those engaging in instruction to review how they go about supporting people in offering their opinion. Education researchers (e.g. [24]) have highlighted the value of video as a tool for self-reflection both on learning and on interactions with others, and we might imagine ways in which video-based feedback could act as a similar resource. Reviewing content might not just be about questions such as ‘how is this person?’ and ‘what did they learn today?’ but ‘how did I ask those questions?’, ‘was I too leading?’ and ‘what can I do better?’. Likewise, if we envisaged such systems embedded physically in the places and spaces where services are experienced, then there are opportunities for caregivers, friends, and family who often ‘speak for’ those they care for to reflect in a similar vein.

CONCLUSION
ThoughtCloud was designed to provide VCS organisations with feedback to support and develop service provision on an event-by-event basis. However, our evaluations of ThoughtCloud as used by both those attending events and those running them highlighted how such organisations, with a broad set of social goals, have a diverse array of responsibilities to those they care for. While the practical task is to gather opportunistic feedback at the physical event, the ambition is to understand how people are developing over time in relation to their participation in the activities provided. This may be as simple as seeing the same people regularly return to the screenings you run; but it might also be a way to gauge the social and emotional development of those who take part. This process is a lengthy one that is specific to individuals and contains uncertain outcomes that operate across a trajectory of continual development. Our findings have shown how ThoughtCloud can capture moments illustrative of the personal journeys of service users and the progress the organisation is making with them. Future work, then, might be best placed not to focus on the experience of an individual event, but rather on following these journeys over time.
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